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Preface

Welcome to the first edition of Marketing for Tourism and Hospitality: Collaboration, Tech-

nology and Experiences. The marketing landscape has changed dramatically in recent

years with marketing practitioners in the fields of tourism and hospitality frequently at

the forefront of such changes. The marketing of tourism and hospitality is no longer a

static, single-organizational activity, rather it is a multi-dimensional, collaborative ven-

ture driven by technological change (more often than not of a mobile nature) and the

insatiable appetite amongst consumers for authentic co-created experiences. As such,

rather than discuss collaboration, technology, and experiences in isolated chapters,

these three trends underpin the entire text and collectively shape what we believe to be

a contemporary, challenging, realistic, and highly-applied text for students of tourism

and hospitality marketing.

The book has been written for a truly international audience, as reflected by the global

dynamics and reach of tourism and hospitality, with first- and second-year undergradu-

ate markets ideally suited to the content and style of the book. The three underpinning

themes are integrated throughout the entire text with tourism and hospitality insights

used throughout to amplify real-life marketing situations, challenges and solutions.

The speed with which the wider environment and markets are changing pose particular

challenges to faculty teaching such programs with the pressures of modern-day aca-

demia frequently conspiring against the delivery of quality lectures, seminars, and

workshops. Pressure to publish, generate income, and entertain “Millennial” students

necessitates the need for quality, up-to-date, and relevant textbooks that challenge trad-

itional approaches and provide contemporary and applied solutions to real-life market-

ing problems. The collective teaching and publishing experience of the authors, the

structure and organization of ideas, and the provision of numerous examples and asso-

ciated online resources available for this text are such that we feel confident that this

book will be an indispensable resource for future teaching needs.

For students, the text will provide a contemporary, accessible, and useful resource as

they encounter, possibly for the first time, the intricacies and complexities of tourism

and hospitality marketing and the very real challenges that lie ahead. A clear articula-

tion of the changing landscape, an accessible introduction to the three underpinning

themes of collaboration, technology and experiences, and a plentiful supply of case

material provide students with an enjoyable and digestible resource that will challenge

them academically as well as prepare them for day-to-day problems in the real and

dynamic world of marketing.
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We hope you enjoy the book and are excited as we are about the future of tourism and

hospitality marketing.

Alan Fyall, Patrick Legohérel, Isabelle Frochot, and Youcheng Wang

July 2018
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1 Revisiting traditional
approaches to the
marketing of tourism
and hospitality

Learning outcomes

By the end of this chapter, students will:

• Understand the meaning of marketing and the origins of the marketing
management concepts

• Become familiar with the strategic marketing planning process

• Understand the special characteristics of services generally and tourism
and hospitality marketing more specifically

• Be cognizant of the evolution of economies and the emergence of the
experience economy.
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Introduction

What is marketing?

According to the American Marketing Association, “Marketing is the activity, set of

institutions and processes for creating, communicating, delivering and exchanging

offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large” (Kotler

& Keller, 2016, p. 26). This all-encompassing definition can be both intimidating and

confusing to many. For now, think about marketing as a process in which a company

seeks to understand the consumers’ needs and desires. Then, with this new under-

standing, the process culminates with the active education of the consumers about

how one’s products and services help fulfill their needs and desires. Some view mar-

keting as the promotion of only tangible products; this is incorrect. The truth is, just

about everything can be marketed; events, people, ideas, and services are just a few of

these entities.
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Marketing methods, originating in the early 20th century in western economies, are

now omnipresent across the world with the vast majority of economies, even those

with high levels of state control, adopting in some shape or form the basic tenets of

marketing and market orientation. The world we live in is very complex with a number

of quite considerable forces for change disrupting the current status quo to the extent

that uncertainty is now the new normal in many countries. What doesn’t change

though is the need to understand the needs, wants, and desires of individuals and

groups of individuals who make up the markets that consume the products manufac-

tured and supplied in order to ensure that those products and services delivered are

those that the market wishes to consume. This process of “exchange” where supply

ideally matches demand can relate to all exchange scenarios whether the exchange is

driven by money, time, or societal need. As long as there exists some degree of freedom

of choice as to which products or services the market can choose then the notion of

exchange remains central to marketing irrespective of the product or service in ques-

tion. According to Middleton et al. (2009, p. 24), for the user or buyer marketing is

concerned with six key questions:

1. What are the needs, wants and desires of existing and prospective users and their

interactions with suppliers?

2. Which products or services do they wish to buy or use and at what price?

3. What information do they obtain to make their purchasing or consuming deci-

sions, how do they process that information and what type of communication

influences their decision?

4. Where do they obtain their preferred products and services (i.e. where do they buy

them from)?

5. What level of post-sales service is required (if any)?

6. What is their level of satisfaction with their purchase or consumption and how

likely are they to make such a decision again?

For the producer or supplier organization, meanwhile:

1. Which products and services do they need to supply and why?

2. How many of the products or services do they need to produce?

3. At what price or cost do these products and services need to be made available for?

4. How should they communicate their products and services to users and buyers?

5. When, where, and how do they make them available to the market?

6. What level of service is required before, during, and/or after purchase has taken

place?

What seem like very simple and ordinary questions on the surface, in reality require a

management decision process and the adoption of a marketing orientation that ensures

that the real needs of the market are met. This approach, which is often referred to as

the “marketing concept” is, however, just one of four historical marketing concepts

outlined in the next section.
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The historical marketing management concepts

As mentioned above, there are four different trains of thought when it comes to mar-

keting management. All of these concepts aim to fulfill business objectives and achieve

financial success. However, each of these concepts have differing means to reach these

ends. The four marketing management concepts are the: product concept; selling con-

cept; marketing concept; societal concept.

The “product concept” can most easily be defined by the cliché, “Build it and they will

come.” This theory assumes that if a quality product is built and sold at a reasonable

price, little-to-no marketing effort will be needed to sell the product. This marketing

management concept is what is known as a “product-oriented strategy.” Management’s

concentration is on continuously improving their product, rather than on marketing

strategies, in the hopes that the quality of the product itself will create demand. This

concept’s popularity stems from an environment where demand outpaced supply;

there was a shortage of manufactured goods and most markets had scarce levels of com-

petition. Often being the only option to consumers, marketing as we know it today

was generally deemed unnecessary. The product concept was wildly popular through-

out history, ultimately giving way to the next orientation around the 1930s.

The “selling concept” states that consumer demand will not meet a company’s goals

unless the product is aggressively promoted. Unlike the product concept, this concept

assumes that when businesses and consumers are left alone, they will not naturally inter-

act with one another. Those who operate under this business orientation believe that the

degree of aggressiveness in advertising and selling tactics will have a positive correlation

with sales volume. Thus, their primary objective is to increase profits through mass sell-

ing. This concept came about as competition in market places began to grow and supply

began to exceed demand. Like the product orientation, this concept was inward looking.

This myopic sales-oriented philosophy fails to address the needs, wants, or values of the

consumer. The ever-increasing competition and focus on maximizing sales above all else,

often leads to price wars, and declining product quality. Even if some companies survive

a war of attrition, they ultimately suffer, as consumers begin to perceive the product as

“cheap.” The selling concept spawned in the midst of the Great Depression and main-

tained its popularity well into the 1950s. On rare occasions, the concept can still hold

relevance in today’s environment. In fact, Tourism and hospitality insights 1.1 demon-

strates a very good example of where the selling concept continues to thrive.

The “marketing concept,” meanwhile, is the concept we will spend the most time

focusing on in this book. This concept shifted the strategic mindset for companies.

Before, businesses operated on a “Sell what we can make” approach. With the market-

ing concept, businesses now operated with a “Make what we can sell” tactic. In market-

driven economies, the primary focus of the marketing concept is to analyze and satisfy

the wants and needs of the consumer. If achieving this, a company should also always

be looking to create and increase overall customer value. It must be recognized that
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TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY INSIGHTS 1.1

SELLING TIMESHARE

The sales process involves all aspects of an encounter between a salesperson and a prospective

customer (AIF, 2014). Salesmanship is “the process of effecting the transfer, with a profit to buyer

and seller, of goods and services that give such lasting satisfaction that the buyer is predisposed to

come back to the seller for more of the same” (Vashisht, 2006, p. 14).

A salesperson must determine the prospects’ personal and family vacation goals, overcome any

false perceptions the prospects might have, familiarize the prospects with the vacation ownership

products and services available, and create a favorable impression of vacation ownership, the

developer, and the resort. There is a saying within the vacation ownership industry: “People do not

buy vacation products for how they work; they buy for how the product makes them feel” (AIF,

2014, p. 103). Often, prospects often approach the sales encounter with preconceptions based on

publicity, comments from friends and acquaintances, and/or prior vacation ownership tours.

Therefore, the salesperson must remember several fundamentals of selling:

1) Know the company: A salesperson should remember that they are the face of the company

and must always be able to answer questions regarding the company, policies and proced-

ures, or other queries that prospects may have.

2) Know the product: A salesperson should be knowledgeable about the various aspects of the

product as a prospect can have a variety of questions regarding the product throughout the

presentation.

3) Know the competitors: It is important for a salesperson to be aware of the strengths and weak-

nesses of the product as compared to the competition. There is always the possibility that a

prospect will be comparing products or have stayed at another vacation ownership property.

4) Know the customer: The discovery process is key to helping the salesperson gather as much

information regarding the prospect as possible. This information will help the salesperson

overcome objections and offer the right product to match the prospects’ needs and wants.

5) Know the selling process: the selling process should be tailored to match the customer’s buying

process. The salesperson should be able to judge, using discovery questions and trial closes, if

the customer is ready to purchase the product (AIF, 2014; Cobos & Templeton, n.d.; Vashisht,

2006).

In addition to the fundamentals of timeshare sales, research has shown that it is important to under-

stand that most timeshare owners are frequent travelers and own vacation real estate at tourism

destinations. This means that many of them may have somewhat of an interest in tourism develop-

ment in the destinations where they own their timeshare (Huang et al., 2008). This makes timeshare

owners a special group of tourists who have additional connections with the tourism destination

through their timeshares. Having this knowledge, salespersons should be armed with knowledge

regarding the local area and foster relationships with local governments and tourism organizations

in order to stay informed about the local area (Huang et al., 2008).
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long-term success for a company relies on customer satisfaction and retention. Unlike

the previous concepts which prioritize closing the deal on a one-off sale, the marketing

concept puts a special focus on establishing and maintaining relationships with their

most loyal buyers. To complete these goals, marketing research and segmentation strat-

egies are heavily relied upon.

Additionally, the company has to convince consumers that their offering fulfills the

consumer’s needs better than any competitor’s product. To do this, companies need to

have a solid comprehension of the short- and long-term strengths and weaknesses of

their competitors. This understanding will allow the company to then establish short-

term tactics and long-term strategies to help counter opposition strengths and take

advantage of opposition weaknesses. Examples of potential short-term tactics are slight

product alterations, changes in production capacity, or a minor price adjustment. All of

these changes could also apply to long-term strategic decisions. In addition, long-term

strategies may involve introducing new products, phasing out dated products or reposi-

tioning the company within a market.

The onset of this concept marked the first time that businesses had a positive, outward-

looking, innovative attitude towards sales and growth. Though the original idea for this

marketing orientation strategy was originally proposed in the 18th century, it was not

widely adopted by businesses until well into the 1950s, when supply permanently

remained higher than demand. The saturation of many industries has caused the mar-

keting concept to rapidly evolve and intensify over the last couple of decades. Today, it

continues to be the most widely used marketing management concept.

The “societal concept” goes one step beyond the marketing concept and follows the

philosophy of utilitarianism. This concept not only fulfills the wants of consumers and

ensures a company’s financial success, it also considers the long-term effect a product
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will have on societal welfare. Effective usage of this concept will benefit a company’s

overall ethical image with customers, shareholders, and the public in general. A debate

exists in the marketing field. Does the societal concept deserve its own management

orientation, or is it really just an extension of the marketing concept? Most historians

agree that its inception was in the 1970s, though it has only really become popular in

the last couple of decades as sustainability efforts have emerged.

It is important to understand that the popularity of these marketing management con-

cepts have a distinct linear progression; as economic environments evolve, so does the

importance of strategic marketing. Understanding the progression of these concepts will

allow you to better understand the overall gradual migration of our economy from the

antiquated agrarian system of old, to the experience economy we live in today. This migra-

tion will be discussed in length, later on in this chapter. Before that, it is necessary to out-

line how a company adopts the marketing management concept previously discussed.

Strategic marketing planning process

For a company to effectively utilize marketing management, they must go through a

very specific process that helps them develop an identity, analyze their market poten-

tial, identify and select their target audiences, formulate a strategy, implement tactics

and reflect on their efforts to date.

Strategic context

The first part of the strategic marketing planning process is to create an identity. This

will include a corporate vision, which is a road map that suggests their future direction

and key initiatives moving forward. It will also include a corporate mission, which tells a

company’s employees, shareholders, and consumers what the company is and why the

company exists. Visions and missions are sometimes used interchangeably but this is

incorrect and due to a misunderstanding of their purposes. For example, whereas a

vision looks to the future, a mission looks at the here and now. The last part of the stra-

tegic context is a list of goals and objectives. Like vision and mission, goals and object-

ives are also mistakenly used interchangeably. Goals, like vision, speak with emotion

about future plans. However, no specifics are given to how these goals are to be

achieved. Objectives are written without emotion and should always be measurable. For

example:

• Corporate vision: Our vision is to be earth’s most customer-centric company; to

build a place where people can come to find and discover anything they might

want to buy online (Amazon).

• Corporate mission: Build the best product, cause no unnecessary harm, use busi-

ness to inspire and implement solutions to the environmental crisis (Patagonia).
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• Corporate goal: We will exponentially increase our market share in the United States.

• Corporate objective: We will increase our US market share by 2% each quarter for

the next three years.

Marketing audit

This stage of the strategic marketing planning process is all about analysis. The first

analysis to be performed is that of the macro-environment (see Chapter 2). The

macro-environment effects all businesses. Some examples of macro-environment fac-

tors are inflation rates, political instability, and tax rates. Many companies perform

what is known as a PEST analysis during this stage. A PEST analysis looks at all of the

outside political, economic, social and technological factors that could benefit or dis-

rupt a business in any way.

Logically, the next step is a micro-environment analysis. The micro environment con-

siders factors like suppliers, customers, employees, shareholders, and competitors. This

analysis is equally as important as the macro-environment analysis as a good under-

standing of these factors will certainly help with strategy development.

The next steps are market and portfolio analyses. A market analysis is also known as an

industry analysis. It looks at factors like market growth rates, various distribution chan-

nels, industry trends and market size. A portfolio analysis is an inward look at the vari-

ous products being offered in a company. This analysis is important as it helps

determine resource allocation and focal points moving forward. It may be determined

that some products need to be discontinued while others should be more actively pro-

moted within the company’s internal portfolio.

The final analysis in the marketing audit stage is a traditional SWOT analysis. SWOT

stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Strengths and weaknesses

are considered to be internally effecting elements in the company while opportunities

and threats are all external factors. While SWOT analysis is widely used in the business

world, you can actually perform one on yourself. Whether it is for a business or per-

sonal, a SWOT analysis may provide great insights that allow you to carve out a previ-

ously unidentified niche market to operate in.

Marketing strategy formulation and planning

This stage of the planning process is where marketing strategies are truly formed. First,

all marketing options are considered. Then, a market position is established. A market

position is the perception a product or company has in the consumer’s mind in rela-

tion to the product or company’s competitors. A company’s job is to control and estab-

lish the position in the consumer’s mind, rather than letting the consumer or other

external forces, like competitors, establish the position instead. This is an absolutely

critical step in the entire process because for some industries, once a product has an
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established position, it could be impossible or at the very least very costly to move to

another position. For appropriate position development to take place, marketers need

to first figure out who their target markets will be. Segmentation strategies are used to

form homogeneous sub groups; members of these groups will have similar behavioral,

demographic, benefit, geographic and psychographic characteristics to one another,

allowing very specific targeting and subsequently positioning to take place.

Once the company is happy with the product’s positioning, they must also consider

whether they want a push or pull strategic approach. A push approach means that the

company will be promoting their product by “pushing” it on to prospective customers.

In a pull approach, interest for a product is generated by using social media or other

tactics, and the consumer creates a demand that requires distribution channels to order

and carry the product (thus “pulling” it through the necessary sales channels).

Earlier, we discussed a company laying out measurable objectives for the organization

as a whole. Now, it is time for quantifiable objectives to be put on the particular mar-

keting plan. The importance of these objectives to be quantifiable cannot be overstated.

Being able to measure a marketing strategy’s success or failure will be crucial in the

evaluation stage.

Implementation

The implementation stage is all about the marketing mix. The marketing mix distin-

guishes a brand’s unique selling points. Over the years, the marketing mix has been sim-

plified into the well-known four Ps (Product, Price, Promotion, and Place). The product

stage is clearly defining the competitive advantages and uniqueness of the product or ser-

vice being provided. Once everyone understands what exactly the product or service “is,”

the marketers can move on to pricing strategies. Things to consider when pricing a prod-

uct are profit margins, price elasticity, and supply and demand. Once the price point is set,

marketers consider promotional options. The goal of a promotion is to distribute informa-

tion about the product to the target markets via various forms of media. This media can be

radio, television billboards, direct mailing, social media, etc. Ideally, these promotional

efforts should be quantifiable so that return on investments can be tracked. Lastly, market-

ers must choose the best places where they will be able to make their product visible to

their targeted consumers. Placing can literally mean the physical locations products will

be sold from an entire region to specific store shelves. It can also be an intangible place-

ment, for example where a product appears on a website or its usage in a television show.

When you think about the implementation goals of the four Ps, just think about having

the right product at the right price at the right place at the right time.

Marketing control

This is the final step in the strategic marketing planning process. In this stage, we

evaluate how the implementation of our strategy is being executed. If you remember,
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we stressed the importance of making objectives quantifiable. One way to monitor

and assess the successes and failures of a marketing campaign is to analyze the num-

bers. Do the resulting numbers surpass, match, or fall short of the objectives laid out in

the strategic context and planning stages? Once information is gathered and examined,

it is time for the team to return to the beginning of the strategic marketing planning

process and start anew, albeit with more data to use this time around.

Special characteristics of tourism and hospitality
marketing

Although the aforementioned marketing planning process can be applied to any indus-

try or sector, the tourism and hospitality industry offers some quite distinct characteris-

tics that are worthy of introduction as introduced by Middleton et al. (2009). These are

in addition to the generic service characteristics of inseparability, heterogeneity, intan-

gibility and perishability (all of which are discussed in more depth in Chapter 8). First,

within most aspects of tourism and hospitality, seasonality and other major variations

in demand patterns are evident. For example, many destinations in the Caribbean,

South East Asia, and the Mediterranean are heavily seasonal, based on climate, school

vacation patterns, and historical agricultural trends and customs. Although numerous

strategies exist to counter seasonality, the extent to which many tourist economies gen-

erate the bulk of their income in highly-defined time periods remains a challenge for

the wider industry. Second, the high infrastructural cost of many products and the

high fixed cost nature of so many tourism and hospitality operations continue to prove

challenging vis-à-vis revenue generation and cash flow in certain parts of the year. For

example, the cost of getting an aircraft in the air varies only slightly irrespective of

how many passengers are on board. Likewise, a major theme park provider is obliged to

fund the full visitor experience irrespective of the number of guests to their park(s).

This combination of high seasonality and high fixed costs provides a challenging oper-

ating environment for tourism and hospitality businesses with much emphasis placed

on the generation of marginal sales with a high percentage of such sales representing a

much welcome revenue gain at no extra cost. Third, the majority of the tourism and

hospitality industry is interdependent in that most visitors use several different prod-

ucts and services, with multiple different owners, when consuming their tourism or

hospitality product. In very few destinations around the world does one person, organ-

ization, or government own all the airlines, hotels, attractions and restaurants that a

visitor would frequent as part of their visit experience. This, in part, explains why col-

laboration is such an important characteristic of the tourism and hospitality industry

and why it features so strongly throughout this book.

In addition to the above, Pride (2016) highlighted a series of generic consumer trends with

far-reaching implications for the tourism and hospitality industry. Pride’s “Yourism”

agenda highlights the trend towards accessible and personalized experiences. For example,
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consumer trends are such that the mass marketing of old no longer works for many in the

tourism and hospitality industry as guests, visitors, passengers, or users expect individual

or personalized experiences and a degree of tailored authenticity with “one size” most def-

initely “not fitting all.” There also appears to be a general rejection of authority in many

countries with the widespread use of social media encouraging and hastening the bypass-

ing of traditional institutions. This has clearly raised the importance of social media as a

communication channel although “fake news” and “fake advertising” are now challenges

not experienced in the past. Consumers are also becoming more impatient with Pride

arguing that many now have an attention span of about 8 seconds. Not only does this

have implications for marketing but it also impacts on all aspects of communication and

interpretation. With their uploading of opinions, content, and images on social media,

people are now “co-creators” of their experience rather than simply consumers. This repre-

sents a fundamental shift for those in tourism and hospitality with the experiential dimen-

sion a key theme running through this book. When communicating with consumers,

there is also the growing issue of “information overload” with so much information now

accessible. The vast majority of the market can only cope with a certain amount of com-

munication before it simply becomes too much and a haze of indecision surfaces. Hence,

more than ever is there a need for marketers to be precise with the communication of

their message and actual channels of communication and distribution. In light of many of

the turbulent trends highlighted in Chapter 2, security is an emerging issue whereby

many markets now “play safe” with destinations and brands that represent a low security

risk. This already is impacting on some longer-haul destinations and destinations in parts

of the world where political instability, natural disasters, or terrorist activity are becoming

the norm. Finally, in a world dominated by virtual agendas, there is a growing trend

toward consumers seeking a degree of social capital or “sense of belonging” in their pattern

of consumption of tourism and hospitality products. This is evidenced by the increasing

number of people visiting places of significance whether it be as a result of family connec-

tion and places of birth, religious sites, or places deemed significant to their self-worth.

Tourism and hospitality insights 1.2 below introduces some of the measures implemented

by the French Ministry of Tourism in trying to measure and monitor their country’s ability

to meet and exceed the experiential demands of international visitors to France.

TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY INSIGHTS 1.2

FRENCH MINISTRY OF TOURISM

In an effort to guide strategic direction and enhance their understanding of the visitor experience,

the French government established an independent assessment tool in the form of a survey back in

2011. With measurements taken every two years, the French Ministry of Tourism is able to assess the

overall degree of hospitality in France at a time of considerable competition both within Europe and

beyond. Key competitors to France for leisure travel are Germany, Austria, and Switzerland along
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In an attempt to understand the historical context of the origins of the experience

economy, the following section introduces the history of economic stages of

development.

with Spain, Italy, Turkey, Greece, and Croatia. The survey is also designed to gather data that facili-

tates the evaluation of public policies implemented along with the interaction of all key stakeholders.

This approach acknowledges and takes into account the holistic and interdependent characteristic of

tourism mentioned previously in addition to the recognition of the ever changing demands and

dynamics of international visitors. One particular aspect of this research is the analysis of conversa-

tion from the “social web” with what tourists are saying on reservation and opinion sites such as Tri-

pAdvisor and Booking.com critical in understanding the co-created experiences of visitors. Recent

outcomes suggest the intention to recommend and revisit France remains favorable although when

compared to the level of service available it remains a particularly expensive destination. In addition,

although performing well in the arenas of accommodation, catering and hospitality, public transporta-

tion and signage, among others, areas for improvement remain. These include some concerns with

regard to shopping, digital services, food value, and the prices of recreational activities. Finally, the

survey outcomes suggest higher awareness of the local population to tourism issues will be crucial to

the further development of France as a valuable and truly high-experience destination.

Image 1.1

Image source: Pexels.

Source: Alan Fyall, adapted from TCI Research report, Emmanuel Meunier, Monitoring the Visitor Experience: Case study of the
French Minister of Tourism.
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The evolution of economies

All economies are continuously evolving. Some are borderline stagnant and take con-

siderable amounts of time to change. Others have advanced rapidly over the last 150

years. Regardless of pace, transformation is certain. Modern economies are in the midst

of the “experience” stage, with this stage of marketing development underpinning the

very need for this book. This section helps explain historically how so much of the

world arrived at the “experience” stage.

History of economic stages

The agrarian economy is the oldest stage of an economy. It is generally considered to

be rural in nature and can be dated back several thousands of years to when subsistence

agriculture began. Many great ancient civilizations grew and prospered thanks to the

agrarian economy. For example, the Romans grew a surplus of grain to sell and trade

across much of their empire, while the people of Southeast Asia did the same with rice.

This type of economy extracts undifferentiated products and gives little-to-no thought

about the needs of its customers. As time moved forward and international partner-

ships were formed, the farming and selling of many natural commodities became

lucrative.

Industrialization is the second stage of economic development. Economies in this stage

have moved past agriculture as a primary source of growth, relying on the manufactur-

ing of goods instead. While this form of economy started in the latter part of the

1700s, it really took off post American Civil War (1865). This stage puts an emphasis

on the mass production of minimally differentiated goods, lowered costs, and the

increased usage of machinery rather than manual labor.

After industrialization, advanced nations transitioned to the service economy. In this

stage, the economy focuses much less on the actual production of goods. Instead, ser-

vices are provided to help consumers acquire and maintain the goods they desire. Prod-

uct differentiation is highly valued and the customer’s needs are heavily considered.

Many of the more advanced economies in the world are in or entering this stage. How-

ever, many economists agree that the United States economy has now matured beyond

a service economy to what is known as the “experience” economy.

The emergence of the experience economy?

The emergence of the experience economy has reshaped the way that conventional

businesses have looked to position themselves in the consumers’ minds. The experi-

ence economy views a product/business as a stage and the goal is to create personalized

transactions meant to elicit sensations with the goal of being positively memorable.

These customized and memorable experiences are intended to build pre-purchase excite-

ment, win a customer over for repeat purchases, and catalyze positive WOM marketing.
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Pine and Gilmore write, “An experience occurs when a company intentionally uses services

as the stage, and goods as props, to engage individual customers in a way that creates a

memorable event” (1998, p. 98). Pine and Gilmore further developed their definition of the

experience economy by creating a chart, known as “The Four Realms of an Experience.”

The outermost layer of this chart claims that there are four ways for consumers to experi-

ence a transaction: passive participation; active participation; absorption; immersion.

Within these characteristics are the four Es. The following helps to narrow down and

mesh the previous characteristics into one type of participation (Passive Participation or

Active Participation) and one type of connection (Absorption or Immersion): escapist;

educational; entertainment; esthetic.

These dimensions will be covered in greater length in Chapter 6 of this book. Ultim-

ately, Pine and Gilmore envision the demise of companies that insist on being bound

by their goods and services rather than innovate and evolve themselves into the

“Experience” economy. Tourism and hospitality insights 1.3 provides a good example

of how one very famous hotel company has in part moved from a service to an experi-

ential orientation.

TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY INSIGHTS 1.3

THE RITZ-CARLTON – FROM SERVICE TO EXPERIENTIAL
MARKETING

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, which operates five-star resorts and hotels, has revolutionized the

hotel industry by creating luxury in the hotel setting, such as private baths in each guest house,

extensive fresh flowers throughout the public areas, and à la carte dining (Ritz-Carlton, 2108). In

1998, the success of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company had drawn attention from the industry and the

company was purchased by Marriott International, the largest leading lodging company. The Ritz-

Carlton Hotel Company is now an independently operated division of Marriott International (Ritz-

Carlton, 2108). The Ritz-Carlton brand’s properties now have 91 hotels in over 30 countries and

territories (Ritz-Carlton, 2108). One reason for their success is the Ritz-Carlton’s brand’s high pres-

tige in the global market, as it has been recognized by numerous awards, including Malcolm Bal-

drige National Quality Award by the United States Department of Commerce (Ritz-Carlton, 2018). It

is important to note that such a brand could not have been achieved simply from advertising cam-

paigns or creating a brand logo, but from a long-standing commitment to superior customer ser-

vice from their employees and their corporate culture that regulate brand environment.

The Ritz-Carlton’s “Gold standards,” which include a credo, motto, three steps of service, and

service values, have contributed to the creation of a unique and strong corporate culture, which

has led to superior customer service which, in turn, has consequently made their brand so presti-

gious. These standards describe expected employee attitudes and processes for serving guests

and resolving problems as well as detailed grooming, housekeeping, safety, and efficiency
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It should be mentioned that the article in reference was published in the summer of

1998, so let us analyze how far this “new” economy has come. It is surely evident that

the authors were correct in predicting that experience-based encounters between busi-

ness and consumer would greatly increase in the coming years. The next sections will

briefly describe how the experience economy works in the tourism and hospitality

industry and then illustrate just a couple of these examples for you, in order to help

you with your comprehension of this developing phenomenon. Some of the experience

driven transactions in the hospitality and tourism field have been made possible

standards (Partlow, 1993). As the motto claims, “[they] are Ladies and Gentlemen serving Ladies

and Gentlemen (Ritz-Carlton, 2018).” Each employee is expected to serve customers in an elegant

and polite way as they are representatives of the company. Furthermore, the Ritz-Carlton’s values

are reinforced continuously by frequent recognition for momentous achievement and performance

appraisals at numerous occasions, such as orientation, training, and certification processes (Partlow,

1993). In addition to these standards, all employees are empowered to do whatever it takes to

improve or fix a guest’s “experience.” For instance, every employee has the right to utilize

$2,000 per day per guest in order to go beyond just ordinary customer satisfaction (Ritz-Carlton,

2013). Through this employee empowerment, employees have confidence that the company will

always support their decisions and use their natural abilities to create “extraordinary experiences.”

As Jeff Hargett, a senior corporate director, argues “Culture helps create the brand, and brand

fortifies the culture. When a culture of teamwork, engagement, and purpose exists, the brand will

become legendary, thereby validating the culture (Ritz-Carlton, 2014).” Therefore, a company’s

brand and culture are interdependent. The Ritz-Carlton has been demonstrating this by creating a

corporate culture based on strong customer service which has enabled their employees to provide

superior customer experiences, which, in turn, has led to the creation of one of the most prestigious

hotel brands in the world.
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through technological advancements while others have been made through collabor-

ation. This exemplifies the interconnectedness between the three themes of this text

with Tourism and hospitality insights 1.4 showcasing the future direction of hotel mar-

keting in the “experiential” age.

TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY INSIGHTS 1.4

USER-GENERATED CONTENT: THE FUTURE OF HOTEL
MARKETING

With the continued development of social media, customers are increasingly sharing their experi-

ences through user-generated content. Recent trends are showing that social media experts at

hotel companies are exploring ways to: 1) influence what guests post on social platforms while on-

property; 2) obtain permission to utilize the user-generated content on hotel websites and social

media platforms (Hess, 2018). Hotels are finding that guest posts share a more genuine story and

can often showcase what the hotel has to offer more successfully than a marketing department.

Hyatt has been at the forefront of utilizing social media, mobile sites, and apps as a means in

which to interact with guests. In 2014, Hyatt launched the Hyatt “Control Room” a dedicated social

services team created to connect with guests (Dua, 2014). In an interview with SocialMediaToday,

the Director of Social Strategy and Activation for Hyatt noted that:

As a brand, we’re doing a lot on Twitter and Instagram. We’re also testing Snapchat to

see if it’s a good fit for the brand’s target customers. And while it may seem a little out

of place, Snapchat actually makes perfect sense. . .We’ve been watching the growth and

evolution of Snapchat over the last couple of years with interest. We’ve been looking

for an opportunity to test it, and with the Hyatt Regency brand’s focus on making it

good not to be home, we felt that the geo-filter was a great fit here. With these, we’re

able to take an existing social behavior – snapping while at a Hyatt Regency hotel – and

make it that little bit better thanks to the different geo-filters for each day of the week

that our guests can overlay on their images.

(Hutchinson, 2015, n.p.)

For Hyatt, instead of relying on purely promotional material, they have found a way to harness

social media to bring user-generated content to the forefront of its marketing tactics and have cre-

ated a dedicated social media outlet at social.hyatt.com (Hess, 2018; Samuely, n.d). The site boasts

over 89,000 Instagram images uploaded by guests staying at one of any of Hyatt’s many hotels

around the world (Samuely, n.d). Additionally, travelers can browse the site to seek inspiration for

their next trip by using the experiential filters. Hyatt guests are encouraged to upload snapshots of

their experiences via the #InaHyattWorld hashtag. This builds onto the “World of Hyatt” integrated

marketing campaign that utilizes Snapchat glasses to record Hyatt employee perspectives on social

media (Kirkpatrick, 2017).
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Conclusion

This introductory chapter set out to clarify the meaning of marketing and outline the

origins of the four traditional marketing concepts, outline the strategic marketing plan-

ning process, and highlight those characteristics that make the marketing of tourism

and hospitality products and services so challenging. The examples adopted through-

out this chapter highlight the changing face of marketing in tourism and hospitality

and underscore how this industry is at the forefront of the experience economy. Pat-

terns of consumption and visitation are changing fast with much of the change fueled

by the Internet and social media. So much so that the major case study at the end of

this chapter on SEO demonstrates how this, more than many other more traditional

approaches to marketing, has become an essential strategy for all tourism and hospital-

ity businesses irrespective of their size, location, and ownership. For most tourism and

The Director of Social Media for Hyatt commented that “Creating memorable experiences will

create UGC; bringing a location into a property will create UGC; caring for our guests will also do

the trick. After all, UGC shouldn’t just be limited to a sunset. Providing someone a special meal or

a phone charger, or fixing something that had the potential to go wrong will often create a moment

where a guest will take to social channels to talk about the experience” (Hess, 2018, np).
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hospitality businesses today, a strong web presence is everything with SEO to leverage

consumer engagement, commitment. and loyalty.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are the four marketing management concepts and to what extent are some/

all of them still relevant in the experience economy?

2. What changes, if any, do you anticipate in the marketing planning process for an

independent high-quality boutique hotel with a strong presence on the Internet?

3. Relate the special characteristics of services generally and tourism and hospitality

marketing more specifically to a tourism or hospitality product of your choice.

4. Why did the experience economy come about and what do you think the next

“economy” is likely to be and with what implications for tourism and hospitality?

YOUTUBE LINKS

“Welcome to the experience economy – Joe Pine”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOjUxGqh7aA

Summary: A thoughtful and easy to digest introduction to the experience economy by

one of the authors of the seminal text.

“Customer service versus customer experience”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bL_D-qyva0c

Summary: A really useful clarification and overview of the differences between cus-

tomer service and customer experience.

“Examples of experiential marketing – Disha Kanchan”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZhbmlbfG5U

Summary: An eclectic mix of real-life examples of experiential marketing that help

explain the key differences with previous iterations of the marketing concept.

“The reason they won’t do it is always the reason they
should do it”

URL: https://youtu.be/zb1u9vgbLBE
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Summary: Shari Levitin discusses handling objections in the sales process of selling

timeshare.

“Tourism Training Live: SEO strategies and best practices for
travel brands”

URL: https://youtu.be/UoKJSNm39gw

Summary: Tourism Training Live session for travel and tourism industry professionals

looking to make SEO a meaningful part of content marketing efforts; it shares practical

steps and techniques that can be implemented to make SEO a key part of the marketing

success for a tourism business.
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MAJOR CASE STUDY
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

Gross bookings in the global travel industry reached $1.6 trillion in 2017, making it one of the largest

and fastest growing sectors in the world (Hallam, 2018). Noticeable changes in how customers are

searching for and booking their travel arrangements are being seen from non-branded searches to

mobile searches with all areas of tourism and hospitality able to benefit from SEO campaigns.

SEO is a term used to describe a range of marketing tactics implemented to try and influence

the visibility of webpages in the “organic listings” of a search engine’s results page (Rowett, 2017).

Phrased alternatively, it is the practice of setting up a website to gain better visibility on search

engines like Google, Bing, and Yahoo (jenny, 2016). The goal for businesses is to put their website

in one of the top spots on Google and/or other popular search engines.

When initiating SEO tactics, it should result in providing webpages with the best opportunity to

rank highly in search engine results, and therefore give the business a higher percentage of quali-

fied “click throughs” or “leads” to the website, with the hope that they have a higher percentage

of sales conversion than competitor businesses (Rowett, 2017).

Within any industry, SEO should be a main component of the marketing plan, but for the tourism

and hospitality industry it’s absolutely essential (Rowett, 2017; Santos, n.d.). According to various

reports, online SEO is the most popular online planning source for travelers.

Google’s 2014 Traveler’s Road to Decision report

• 60% of leisure travelers reported that search engines are the most popular online planning

source and the second most popular source for business travelers (55%);

• 57% of leisure travelers always turn to SEO first as the starting point for the travel shopping

and booking process (Rowett, 2017).

Stat counter global statistics

• 2016–2017: Google was most widely used search engine with over 90% of market share.

Additional stats

• 95% of natural clicks come from page one of Google, Yahoo, and Bing.

• 3% of clicks came from page two, and 2% came from page three.

• One of five Google searches are related to location.

• The number one spot on Google search results gets double the traffic as the number two spot,

and the second through fifth spots combined.

• 41% of searches unsuccessful after the first page choose to refine their keyword search

phrase or their chosen search engine.

• 80% of completely unsuccessful searches are followed with keyword refinement.

Source: Santos, n.d.
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The Internet has provided consumers with access to a plethora of choices, deals, flexible plan-

ning, information, and media all provided with the intention to immerse them in the destination

before they arrive. This quick, simple, and convenient travel planning has revolutionized the indus-

try by transforming tourism and hospitality into one of the most highly competitive niches, requir-

ing specialized, industry-specific optimization strategies (Santos, n.d.). To thrive and survive,

businesses must gain an understanding of what consumers are searching for and learn how they

can leverage Internet search technology to maximize not only traffic to their site, but also to the

destination itself (Santos, n.d.).

When it comes to SEO, it is important to know that it is not enough to rely solely on keyword-

rich text. On-page content is important; however there are a multitude of other, back-end, factors

to consider, including title tags, meta tags, image optimization, internal link structure, multilingual-

ism, and foreign search terms (Santos, n.d.).

SEO tips:

(1) Submit the site to Google Search Console.

(2) Prove that the https site is secure.

(3) Use Google Analytics to measure success.

(4) Optimize meta descriptions and titles.

(5) Value intent over exact matches.

(6) Write clear, succinct headlines.

(7) Stay away from keyword stuffing.

(8) Stick to the basics on the homepage.

(9) Focus on the quality of pages, not quantity.

(10) Think critically about user experience.

(11) Utilize alt text for all site’s images.

(12) Make sure it is mobile ready.

Off-site SEO tips:

(13) Create a solid Google My Business account.

(14) Network with influences in the industry.

(15) Keep backlinks clean.

Source: Jenny, 2016
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Image 1.2

Source: Pexels

Recently, it has been shown that presence, or lack thereof, on social media can impact Google

rankings. Additionally, Google introduced a feature for businesses called “Google Place Pages,”

that can dramatically affect search results. Google Place Pages can be claimed by businesses,

allowing the business to verify and supplement their business information, including products,

photos, videos, hours of operation and more. Not only do the Place Pages take up a major portion

of the first page, but they also pull in positive and negative reviews from a variety of sources

(Santos, n.d.). Place Pages were designed by Google to help consumers make informed decisions

where to go, making it more important than ever before for businesses to maximize their online

presence (Santos, n.d.).

Hallam (2018) notes that travel SEO is highly dependent on high-quality link building, as con-

sumers often look for information on neutral websites such as “The Telegraph Travel,” “Condé Nast

Traveler,” and “Lonely Planet,” to name a few.
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Thomson holiday rebrand by TUI

An example of the critical importance of SEO can be seen with TUI’s rebrand of Thomson Holiday.

In addition to an extensive, and expensive, traditional marketing campaign, TUI has cemented part-

nerships with YouTube, Snapchat, Spotify, The Mail Online, and TripAdvisor (Faull, 2017). The big-

gest challenge for the rebrand is to push bookings from Thomson.co.uk to TUI.co.uk as over 60%

of bookings are digital and over 50% of TUI’s web traffic results from SEO (Faull, 2017). TUI began

the SEO campaign in 2017 with CRM campaigns, in-flight magazines, retail and online communica-

tions and, importantly, launching TUI.co.uk as a content hub. In an interview, a Marketing Director

for TUI noted that “Protecting the huge SEO equity from the old Thomson brand is a mighty chal-

lenge, therefore an extensive plan across all platforms to maintain traffic to the new TUI website

has been put in place” (Faull, 2017, n.p.).
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Major case questions

1. Why is SEO so important in the tourism industry?

2. Why is showing up on the first two pages of Google critical for tourism businesses?

3. Search TUI and determine how successful the SEO and rebranding campaigns have been since

the initial launch.
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2 The need for change
The dynamics of the global
tourism and hospitality
environment

Learning outcomes

By the end of this chapter, students will:

• Understand the dynamic external environment within which the tourism
and hospitality industry operates

• Understand the fast-changing internal environment within which the tour-
ism and hospitality industry operates

• Be cognizant of those particular external and internal forces which are
driving the need for change across the tourism and hospitality industry

• Be introduced to a number of tourism and hospitality case study insights
that explain how particular facets of the industry are responding to, or
even pre-empting, these external and internal forces for change.

Key terms

external

environment,

internal

environment,

forces for

change, tourism

and hospitality

industry

Introduction

The wider external environment impacts all forms of life with those forces at play shap-

ing the way we live, work, and play. Often referred to as the “macro environment,” the

manner in which wider political and legal, economic, socio-cultural, environmental and

technological factors are predicted, understood, managed and planned for, will signifi-

cantly impact the future success, or otherwise, of the tourism and hospitality industry.

With it widely considered to be the world’s largest industry, the need to understand

what external forces exist and how best to navigate the challenges and opportunities

each offer is paramount.

Less than a decade ago, Middleton et al. (2009, p. xiii) advanced a number of under-

lying external forces for change predicted to impact on the future of the marketing of

tourism and hospitality. It is interesting to note that the majority of these forces have
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stood the test of time in that they remain critical in shaping the future direction of

both tourism and hospitality. The external forces introduced include the:

• Growing impact of globalization in the demand for and supply of goods and ser-

vices driven in part by the continuous and growing flow of capital, people, busi-

ness, and information across borders;

• Continued, and exponential, growth of the Internet since its emergence in the

field of travel in the mid-1990s and the more recent social media revolution, Web

2.0, and the omnipresence of user-generated content;

• Continuous income growth in most developing countries with a parallel growth

in the sophistication of consumer demand;

• Economic emergence of China and India, among others, with considerable poten-

tial for the re-shaping of trends in tourism and hospitality and a global shift to a

more culturally-diverse traveling and consuming population;

• Impact of international terrorism and global instability and its negative impact on

international tourism in certain parts of the world;

• Consequences of global warming and climate change caused by the expansion in

the world’s population, continuous industrial growth and related carbon emission

and the use of fossil fuels.

Although only a few years have passed since the above publication, the world has

experienced some radical events in a compressed period of time that collectively have

conspired to create an even more turbulent external environment for tourism and hos-

pitality to prosper. For example:

• The Financial Crisis of 2007, caused initially by problems in the US housing

market, had a devastating ripple effect throughout the world’s economies with

many countries to this day struggling to come to terms with both the suddenness

and scale of the crisis. Although not the only factor contributing to its problems,

the prolonged economic recession in many European countries including Spain,

the Republic of Ireland, Portugal, and perhaps most seriously Greece, can all be

traced back to the financial problems originating in the US at the end of 2007.

• The Arab Spring, which began in Tunisia in December 2010, comprised of a series

of democratic uprisings in many countries across North Africa and the Middle East

whereby the populations at large rose up against what were considered to be

highly corrupt and tyrannical regimes. These uprisings have not delivered peace

in any country to date with sustained violence and political instability the sad

outcome across many countries with the tourism economies of Tunisia and Egypt,

among others, damaged as a consequence.

• Turmoil in Eastern Europe, driven in part by rising nationalism, has seen part of

the Ukraine annexed forcibly by forces loyal to the Russian Federation with oppos-

ing views and loyalties in the Syrian crisis leading to Turkey and the Russian Fed-

eration terminating diplomatic relations.
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• The emergence of the “sharing economy” (as introduced in Chapter 1), most not-

ably through tourism and hospitality brands such as Uber and Airbnb, has

changed the rules of competitive engagement in many sectors whereby existing

players, and especially corporate brands, are being bypassed entirely with transac-

tions and experiences facilitated by mobile technologies and apps. Although popu-

lar with consumers, this force for change has been met with fierce resistance in

many markets, most notably in Europe.

• The emergence of new pandemics around the world such as Ebola and Zika have

caused panic among mostly poor countries where a combination of poverty, poor

sanitation, and a polluted environment have resulted in many deaths, deformities,

and widespread panic. Each has had a direct impact on global travel with the Zika

virus affecting many tourist resorts in South and Central America, the Caribbean

and the US.

• The problem of income inequality and inequality of opportunity for many in the

developed world is a problem that persists with the Financial Crisis of 2007 con-

tributing much to what now is a deep-rooted economic and social problem which,

in turn, hinders the wider population’s propensity to partake in tourism and hos-

pitality-related activity. It can also be discussed in the same breath as changing

socio-economic and health-related trends which include greater levels of obesity

and shortages of affordable housing.

Before discussing many of the above external forces in more depth, von Bergner & Loh-

mann (2014) outline five key forces that bring together many of those forces intro-

duced. The first, globalization, relates to the tourism and hospitality industries’ abilities

to cope with a changing market situation in a globalized, dynamically-connected

world. The many global travel, tourism, and hospitality brands that exist maybe global

in their reach but each, depending on what region they are located in the world, are

likely to be impacted differently with the same external force serving as an opportunity

for one while at the same time serving as a negative for another. Contribution and effects

represent the second force with the younger generation in particular demonstrating a

much deeper awareness of tourism’s influence on nature, society, and the economy at

large with them also being far more receptive generally as to what is going on than pre-

vious generations. Closely related is the third force, that of balance whereby the basic

principles of sustainability and a greater awareness of the environment are evident in

much more of the population than was previously the case with the need to protect

and conserve destination’s core values being viewed as a priority over old-style develop-

ment at all costs. The fourth force, that of adaptability, relates to the ability of both

tourism and hospitality adapting to and surviving in a changing climate while the fifth

and final force of self-control relates to the ability of those managing tourism and hospi-

tality assets to manage them with respect to market conditions. Although true of all of

these five forces, this latter force necessitates the need for strategic planning and profes-

sional management across the industry.
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Although the above forces impact all industries from pharmaceuticals to automotive and

from construction to financial services, tourism and hospitality demonstrate a number of

core characteristics that make them particularly susceptible to forces in the wider external

environment in that they:

• Are indicative of the service sector with intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity

and perishability with a more recent orientation toward the “experience economy”

as introduced in Chapter 1;

• Frequently demonstrate high seasonality and variable patterns of demand;

• Exhibit high fixed costs of operation along with a fixed (perishable) capacity at a

certain point in time;

• Demonstrate high degrees of interdependence which, in turn drives the collabora-

tive dynamics of so much tourism and hospitality marketing;

• Are highly variable due to the myriad of factors, including the weather and labor,

that are instrumental in terms of their delivery;

• Rely heavily on discretionary income with both, to varying degrees, representing

luxury rather than necessity forms of consumption;

• Are equally impacted by exogenous (external) and/or endogenous (inside) forces

for change with all forces predictably unpredictable in their breadth, depth, and

longevity of impact.

Interestingly, and despite the many aforementioned problems in the world, the volume

and value of international tourism continue to grow exponentially as evidenced in

Tourism and hospitality insights 1. Much of this can be attributed to tourism in par-

ticular migrating from an elite activity to one for the masses, with the sheer volume of

international tourism alone necessitating the need to address such forces for change

with a renewed vigor and professionalism.

TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY INSIGHTS 2.1

UNWTO HIGHLIGHTS 2017

Nations who invest in tourism are starting to witness socio-economic progress in the areas of job

creation, enterprises, export revenues, and the development of new infrastructures. It thus comes

as no surprise that international tourism has grown from a mere 25 million travelers in 1950 to over

1,235 billion in 2016. Eager to catch up for lost time, new and emerging markets are forecast to

grow at 4.4%, double that expected among more established markets. Europe continues to domin-

ate international travel numbers with it containing 49.9% of all international arrivals and 36.7% of

total receipts. Although much of this can be attributed to the proximity of borders, European

nations see much higher arrival rates than actual international receipts as most tourists travel from

nation-to-nation, visiting multiple cultural sites along the way.
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As well as those forces in the external environment, the tourism and hospitality indus-

tries also operate within a myriad of internal forces that impact on the way business is

conducted. Before examining these internal forces, however, the section below breaks

down the external forces for change into five key, and well referred to, headings,

namely: political and legal; economic; environmental; socio-cultural; and, techno-

logical, with Figure 2.1 providing a broad overview of some of those factors within

each heading.

In 2016, France was the number one arrival destination. Of its 82.6 million international arrivals,

12.8 million (approximately 15% of them) were British. Interestingly, although recording the high-

est number of arrivals, this is not the case with revenue with camping and short-term trips contrib-

uting to lowering receipts. The US was the second most visited international destination in 2016

with it generating more revenue than the next three destinations combined. Recently, the US tour-

ism industry has specifically tapped into international tourists seeking consumer goods at highly

favorable prices when compared to their own countries.

Of the emerging markets in 2016, Mexico was a top arrival nation with Macau, Thailand, and

Hong Kong attracting significant receipts. Mexico’s market segmentation, combined with a three

million-passenger cruise industry, has helped turn it into a top international destination. Macau, on

the other hand, is a small Chinese SAR whose industry is focused primarily on gaming. Macau’s

2016 international receipts exceeded $29 billion with only 15.7 million international visitors

(Kaiman, 2015). While Hong Kong has benefited from China’s outbound tourism boom, Thailand

has relied on a combination of Chinese and East Asian tourists to maintain its tourism industry that

today accounts for over 20% of its total GDP (WTTC, 2017).

European and Asian nations are first and second in arrivals and receipts, while collectively the

Americas are third in both categories. Conversely, the trends suggest that by 2030 emerging des-

tinations will see more rapid growth than the more developed ones. The Middle East, Africa, and

Eastern Europe are newly emerging markets whose growth will depend on a number of factors

related to progress, conflict resolution, and cultural developments.
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The external environment

Political and legal

Although at first hand, students of tourism and hospitality marketing do not always

see the relevance of politics in their studies, politics, political boundaries and political

personalities and decisions are critical in shaping the wider macro environment. All

destinations, be it at the national, regional, or local level, are accountable to polit-

ical administrations irrespective of their size, reach, and brand influence with the

Political and legal factors

• National and regional policy
• Employment law
• Environmental legislation
• Foreign trade agreements
• Political and governmental stability
• War and terrorism

Economic factors 

• Monetary and fiscal policy
• Interest and inflation rates 
• Consumer price index
• Commodity prices (i.e., oil)
• Unemployment and labor force issues
• GDP and GNP growth rates
• Economic and business cycles
• Stock markets
• Exchange rates and purchasing power

parity
• Taxation rates
• Unemployment levels
• Credit policies and availability

Socio-cultural factors 

• Age profiles
• Social mobility
• Population growth
• Lifestyle trends and changes
• Family structures
• Educational patterns and levels of 

achievement
• Income distribution
• Social class
• Attitudes and values
• Consumerism
• Immigration and emigration rates 
• Work-life balance 
• Nationalism and regionalism 

Environmental factors

• Climate change 
• Greenhouse gas emissions 
• Rising sea levels 
• Safety, security, and risk minimization
• Waste disposal and recycling
• Protection of the natural and cultural

environments

Technological factors

• Technological developments 
(hardware and software) 

• New technology applications 
• Internet and e-technologies
• Government and research
• Computer reservation systems
• Development cycles
• Production technology 

Figure 2.1 Factors in the external macro environment

Source: Adapted from Fyall and Garrod (2005).
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various components of the tourism system such as hotels, restaurants, transport

operators, and attractions all subject to the laws and taxation policies of their gov-

erning administration. For example, in Orlando Florida, the Walt Disney Co. and Uni-

versal Studios operate some of the largest, most successful and most profitable theme

parks in the world. As such they both contribute many $ millions in taxation revenue

to the City of Orlando and to Orange County which normally are in excess of $200

million in taxation receipts from all the tourism and hospitality operators within its

boundaries per annum! With no state income tax, the millions and millions of visitors

to the State of Florida contribute approximately 50% of all tax receipts in Florida

through a combination of tourism-specific taxes and county-determined sales taxes; a

political decision at the State level which seems to appease the residents of Florida for

hosting so many visitors on an annual basis.

At a more national level, political decisions are critical in managing a balance between

facilitating the ease with which international visitors can enter a country while at the

same time protecting its borders and controlling immigration. Although an issue for many

countries, the plight of the mainly Syrian refugees in the summer of 2015 trying to enter

the European Union via Greece caused shock and widespread outrage across the world.

Although shocking on a humanitarian level, many of the Greek islands are economically-

reliant on tourism and the free movement of people across Europe’s Schengen Area with

the latter, in particular, under threat due to the vast numbers of refugees involved.

The free movement of people across much of Europe contributes strongly to France’s lead-

ing position as the world’s most visited destination by international visitors while the deci-

sion to re-instate national frontiers by Denmark and Sweden to curtail the flow of refugees

may inadvertently negatively impact their respective numbers of incoming tourists.

Growing nationalism in many parts of the world, but especially in Europe, also offers

a myriad of positive and negative outcomes with respect to tourism. For example,

Scotland in the UK, Catalonia in Spain, and the island of Corsica in France are all

seeking political independence for a variety of reasons. In the context of tourism,

benefits may include a distinct cultural identity for each, freedom to “go it alone” in

a marketing and branding sense, and the ability to break away from dominant other

destinations in their “old” countries. As mentioned previously, the Arab Spring was, in

part, a reaction to political systems with severe consequences for the future tourist

appeal of destinations such as Tunisia and Egypt. Political stability is a crucial ingredi-

ent for tourism success with the ease of product “substitutability” a particular feature of

commodity-driven (i.e. low price) destinations. For example, tourism to the Mediterra-

nean region remains hugely popular for northern Europeans but rather than head east

to the likes of Turkey, Egypt, Cyprus, and Tunisia the mass market substitutes the

“east” for the “west” with Spain and Portugal benefiting considerably with their perceived

safety a major draw to tourists seeking cheap sun, sand, and sea. Although global terror-

ism, wars, and political instability are not caused by political factors alone, clearly, they

are a contributory factor with the Russian embargo on its citizens from visiting Turkey for
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purposes of business and leisure causing widespread disruption to the economic viability

of many of its coastal resorts.

One area where political decision making continues to be a positive force for change is

with climate change and the protocols, legislation, and policies being implemented to

encourage adaptation and mitigation across the tourism and hospitality industries.

Intergovernmental bodies such as the United Nations Framework Convention on Cli-

mate Change (UNFCCC) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

are leading the global initiatives on climate change with the United Nations Climate

Change Conference held in Paris in December 2015.

At a more local level, political decisions are integral to a myriad of tourism and hospital-

ity organizations with regard to zoning, environmental health, licensing agreements,

legalization of gambling and casinos, local labor laws, management of so-called “public

goods” such as beaches, parks and other natural environments, local micro-taxes (often

levied via parking charges) and decisions pertaining to the organization of events and

festivals, parades and local markets (i.e. food fairs, farmers’ markets and beer festivals).

On a slightly larger scale, many airports are heavily impacted by political decisions due

to their public ownership. One highly successful international airport governed by local

municipalities is that of Manchester in the UK which is owned by the ten metropolitan

borough councils of Greater Manchester. Manchester Airport is now the busiest airport

in the UK outside of the London region catering for over 22 million passengers in 2015.

Economic

Ever since the Financial Crisis of 2007, the state of the world economy has been under

constant scrutiny by industry and households with the uncertainty created by the finan-

cial markets impacting everyone. This is particularly so in the case of tourism and hospital-

ity as both are reliant on discretionary or disposable income, especially in the context of

leisure markets. If anything, the robust growth of international travel numbers as shown

in Tourism and hospitality insights 2.1 are testament to the durability of international

travel and the degree to which it has become a necessity rather than a luxury for so many

people around the world. Perhaps more significant is the unequal distribution of incomes

and spending power around the world with economic inequality an issue for policy

makers in many countries, both in the developed and developing world.

Although not the only contributory factor, financial uncertainty and insecurity has

resulted in many markets postponing longer-term decision making and bookings,

replacing them with short-term and ad hoc decisions as to when to eat out, when and

where to vacation, and which attractions to frequent. The trend toward shorter-term

contracts is also contributing to this trend which, in turn, is making planning and fore-

casting much more challenging. With many markets looking for economic value in

their purchases it is perhaps not surprising that all-inclusive resorts, cruising, and dis-

counted accommodation and lodging have proved so popular over the past few years.
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One highly dynamic economic factor is the low price of oil and the turbulence among

oil-producing countries in failing to agree on levels of supply. For transportation, oper-

ators generally and airlines in particular, low oil costs are a welcome boost as they con-

tribute a large percentage of fixed costs. This is good news for travelers and consumers

as transportation, especially for international travel, is a significant component of the

overall cost. More worrying is that so few commentators forecast the radical decrease in

oil prices with even fewer sure about when prices will start rising again. Once again,

this uncertainty contributes to nervousness in markets and ferments a continuous

short-term mindset in many markets. This is also true about exchange rate fluctuations

with many tourist economies in the Caribbean and Central and South America pegged

to the US dollar with implications for both inbound and outbound tourism.

Globalization is also a key economic force for change in that the greater global inter-

dependence of economic and cultural activities is shaping both the supply and demand

dimensions of tourism and hospitality. The global reach of many of the corporations and

brands that dominate the tourism and hospitality landscape is impressive with many tap-

ping into a global “middle class” with similar needs, wants, and aspirations. Merlin Enter-

tainments is a very good example of the modern “global” tourism and hospitality with its

products and brands located in Europe, Asia, North America, and Australasia. Merlin

brands include Legoland, Madame Tussaud’s, and SeaLife, among others, with the com-

pany seeking to offer memorable experiences to guests and families worldwide.

Environmental

Although the environment impacts all industries to varying degrees, its significance to

tourism is critical as tourism in so many places is driven by pristine natural environments.

Its relationship with tourism is contradictory though in that such pristine environments

serve as the catalyst for yet more travel and lust for discovery with new and untouched

destinations of appeal to travelers seeking unique and authentic experiences. More than

any other environmental concern, however, is that of climate change and its impact on

existing and future tourist destinations. Although there remain factions in some countries

who still question the legitimacy of the scientific evidence supporting climate change, it

is interesting to note that the 1990s were the warmest decade since records began with

1998 being the warmest global year to date. The implications of climate change are already

prevalent in a range of destinations with climate change adaptation and mitigation the

order of the day. For example, while mountain resorts are experiencing lower snowfalls

and shorter seasons, beach and coastal destinations are having to cope with increasing sea

levels, beach erosion, and stronger hurricanes and tornadoes. Although mountain resorts

can diversify with eco-green mountain trekking a possibility, many coastal destinations

have more limited scope for change. Urban centers are not immune from change with

many cities experiencing severe (and expensive) flooding, extreme heat, and poor air qual-

ity. Geographically, Europe is experiencing warmer wetter winters and warmer drier sum-

mers with there gradually being less of a need for northern Europeans to travel to

traditional holiday destinations in the south which are becoming too hot to travel to in
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the traditional summer months. A similar pattern is evident in the United States and the

Caribbean with increasing heat indices, beach erosion, the depletion of corals, and increas-

ing health risks all contributing to turbulent forces for change; and all arguably made

worse by increased levels of visitation.

On a more positive note, many markets are demonstrating much higher levels of envir-

onmental awareness than previous generations with green certification, eco and green

brands and transport electrification making considerable headway in many parts of the

world. In addition, more sustainable business models are becoming the norm, rather

than niche, with walkable cities, cycle-friendly routes, and “slow” travel increasingly

proving popular. Partly driven by ignorance and misinformation in the past, new gen-

erations are increasingly aware of the true environmental cost of tourism and hospital-

ity and will shape its future by purchasing products, services, and experiences that are

consistent with their values and beliefs.

Socio-cultural

Social and cultural changes around the world are continuous with the need to keep

abreast, or even ahead, of change increasingly challenging. In some ways, globalization

has contributed to forms of social and cultural homogenization where there has been a

gradual conformity in many countries in tastes, needs, and expectations. These, in turn,

impact on societal values, perceptions, preferences and behaviors, and frequency of pur-

chase and loyalty to brands among others. One notable trend of late is the increasing

popularity of healthy tourism and hospitality products and experiences with healthy

eating and the desire for a balance of body, mind, and spirit replacing more traditional

and more hedonistic modes of consumption. Interestingly, one of the outcomes of

greater affluence in many parts of the world has contributed to a more complex life for

many with increasing pressures on daily life. The rise of stress-related illnesses such as

depression and eating disorders are indications of a disillusionment with wealth and a

desire for more basic forms of living with time rather than wealth becoming the new

luxury with desires for simpler and richer experiences. Such trends offer much thought

for those operating and marketing tourism and hospitality products and experiences

with one questioning the future sustainability of the mass market as it exists today.

Perhaps the most dynamic form of social change in the world is that of demographic

change with demography representing the study of population and population change.

Population size and composition (i.e. how is the population divided up by young and

old, married couples and singles, etc.) directly relate to travel trends with the success of

cruising over the past two decades largely attributed to the aging of many Western

origin markets such as Germany. At the same time, an aging population brings with it

challenges, most notably in the area of pensions. For example, in addition to there being

fewer young people to pay for the retirement of the elderly, these younger markets will

have less disposable income to spend on travel due to the imposition of higher taxes to

pay for increasing retirement costs. Interestingly, by 2050 the population of the 49 least
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developed nations will double to 1.7 billion while the population of the developed world

will remain relatively static at 1.2 billion with the global population increasing to 9 bil-

lion in 2050 from its current level of around 7 billion.

For some destinations, such as Florida and the Mediterranean, an aging population is

being tapped into vis-à-vis “retirement” tourism in the form of second homes and

senior living communities where elderly people live together in warm climates with

age-related healthcare. A further, and contrasting trend, is that of growing urban popu-

lations with urban centers now having more in common with each other than their

own countries. This is leading to the increasing popularity of urban tourism and innov-

ations in hospitality such as boutique hotels, innovative foods, and service.

One particular trend of note is that which relates to the increasing age that people decide

to marry. With women now omnipresent in the workplace, and both sexes struggling to

pay off student debt and purchase homes that now far-outreach their ability to afford, mar-

riage is being considered much later in life with the number of “singles” particularly sig-

nificant. For example, Yeoman and Butterfield (2011, p. 9) found that the “average solo

vacationer is 42 years of age, with an annual household income of $54,000. More than

25% have a professional or managerial occupation, 53% are male and 47% female, and

38% have graduated from university.”

Disney is one such company that understands fully the dynamics of changing demo-

graphic patterns with its focus on “major life” events in families such as birthdays, mar-

riages, and religious stages of passage underpinning its marketing of “magical moments.”

Like many other companies, it is also trying to come to terms with Generation Y (Gen Y)

and Millennials which now represent the second largest age “cohort” after the “baby

boomers” (see Tourism and hospitality insights 2.2).

TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY INSIGHTS 2.2

MILLENNIAL VIEWS OF THE WORLD – SAME WORLD,
DIFFERENT VIEWPOINTS

People say that Millennials, or Generation Y, are the most entitled, lazy, selfish, and backward gen-

eration to exist; however, that generalization couldn’t be more false. Interestingly enough, this gen-

eralization includes all Millennials, all over the world. This is the generation who grew up with

technology shaping their lives and lived a life centered on human capital and education. As of

2014, the Millennials were the largest and most diverse of all of the generations in the US. Aside

from the US population, it’s very important to note that the Millennials are the most recent gener-

ation to strongly embrace cultural values, suggesting that the populations aren’t the same every-

where around the world (Schewe et al., 2014).
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Millennials are more connected than any generation before them. They are the drivers of the glo-

balization of this world through their use and adoption of rapid technological growth. Even with

this general acceptance and need for technology in each Millennial group across the globe,

Schewe et al. (2013) suggest that not all Millennials share the same beliefs. For example, their

study found that people who stayed together shared similar beliefs regardless of outside influ-

ences. America’s Millennials thus had very similar beliefs to those of New Zealand Millennials,

while Swedish Millennials demonstrated different beliefs with cultural and collective identities

much stronger than any global influences.

Image 2.1

Source: Pexels.

Even with the spread of globalization, European Millennials distinguish themselves from their

American counterparts. For example, although both may have very similar expectations in life they

demonstrate very different views of the world around them, as exemplified by Corvi et al. (n.d.).

American Millennials, in general, don’t possess the same appreciation for rich cultural, multi-lin-

guistic, traits of the world like Europeans do because of the relative isolationism that Americans

have (Corvi et al., n.d.). European Millennials tend to see the world from a worldly perspective,

not simply an “American” perspective.
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